
COLD WEATHER BOOTS 2021-22
TRADITION & INNOVATION SINCE 1923 #ForTheNextStep



If we’ve learned one thing from this oh-so-challenging past year, it’s that nature is the 
great healer. Heading outside to explore a new local trail or just taking a walk in a park 
– 2020 was the year when millions of people rediscovered the importance of getting 
outside to stay healthy and sane. We heard daily from our (your!) customers that our 
footwear has helped them experience the healing power of the outdoors – and it’s grati-
fying to know that we have the product that allows them to get outside in every season.

The 2021 COLD WEATHER COLLECTION is built around the core values of our brand: 
durability, quality, a high level of functionality and fair production conditions. We 
use a range of GORE-TEX waterproof/breathable linings and insulations to keep feet 
comfortably warm and dry on cold and wet days, and offer outsoles that provide great 
grip on muddy, icy, snowy and wet surfaces. All of this functionality goes into styles that 
can take customers from chilly fall days in the city to very cold days in the mountains, 
and everything  in between. And, like all LOWA Boots, this entire collection is made in 
Europe under the world’s most stringent production conditions.

New product highlights include:

¬ Ottawa GTX for men & women – a versatile, sporty winter hiker

¬ Trident III GTX for men & women – an updated version of a longtime LOWA favorite

¬ Kazan II GTX for men & women – a taller winter sneaker style

¬ Fedaia GTX Ws for women – a lightweight pull-on style

Thank you for your past and future business!

Your friends at LOWA BOOTS

EMBRACING NATURE
IN EVERY SEASON

These models are insulated for days with normal fall-through-spring conditions.
¬ GORE-TEX Panda® synthetic fleece lining keeps your feet warm and dry 
¬ Insulated fleece insole protects against chill from below

These models are insulated for winter days with cold conditions.
¬ GORE-TEX Partelana® warm synthetic-wool lining keeps your feet warm and dry 
¬ Insulated fleece insole protects against chill from below
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Inspired by LOWA’s alpine heritage, the Wendelstein Warm GTX blends a classic trekking look with modern comfort and performance details such as 
a GORE-TEX Panda® lining for warmth and a rugged VIBRAM® outsole. Design touches reminiscent of traditional mountain boots include D-ring lace 
loops and stitched-down construction. It’s a beautiful boot for stylish city walking and everyday cold weather wear. Durably waterproof/breathable. 
Made on a women’s-specific last.

Upper: Heinen TERRACARE® Nubuck Leather, Fabric 
Lining/Insulation: GORE-TEX Panda®

Insole: Cold Weather
Midsole: EVA 
Outsole: VIBRAM® JANKUAT 
Country of Origin: Germany

MEDIUM 
STABILIZER

 WENDELSTEIN WARM GTX WS MSRP: $360

Inspired by LOWA’s alpine heritage, the Wendelstein Warm GTX blends a classic trekking look with modern comfort and performance details such as 
a GORE-TEX Panda® lining for warmth and a rugged VIBRAM® outsole. Design touches reminiscent of traditional mountain boots include D-ring lace 
loops and stitched-down construction. It’s a beautiful boot for stylish city walking and everyday cold weather wear. Durably waterproof/breathable.

Upper: Heinen TERRACARE® Full Grain Leather, Fabric 
Lining/Insulation: GORE-TEX Panda®

Insole: Cold Weather
Midsole: EVA 
Outsole: VIBRAM® JANKUAT 
Country of Origin: Germany

MEDIUM 
STABILIZER

 WENDELSTEIN WARM GTX MSRP: $360

2104540999 black 7 – 12, 13, 142104540925 stone 7 – 12, 13, 14

2204560925 stone 5 – 10.5
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4109500999 black 7.5 – 12, 13, 14

4209500485 brown 6 – 11
4209500937 anthracite 6 – 11

The Renegade Evo Ice GTX is designed to keep feet warm, comfortable and protected on snowy outings, with a taller shaft for confident striding 
through snow drifts. It features a cozy Partelana® lining for extra warmth, and VIBRAM®’s acclaimed Arctic Grip Trac® outsole for outstanding 
traction on slick, wet ice. Durably waterproof/breathable. Made on a women’s-specific last.

Upper: Nubuck, Full Grain Leather, Fabric
Lining/Insulation: GORE-TEX Partelana®

Insole: Cold Weather
Midsole: Bi-Injected DuraPU®/DynaPU® 
Outsole: VIBRAM® ARCTIC GRIP TRAC® 
Country of Origin: Slovakia

MONOWRAP®

SUPPORT

 RENEGADE EVO ICE GTX WS MSRP: $300

4209500649 navy 6 – 11

The Renegade Evo Ice GTX is designed to keep feet warm, comfortable and protected 
on snowy outings, with a taller shaft for confident striding through snow drifts. 
It features a cozy Partelana® lining for extra warmth, and VIBRAM®’s acclaimed 
Arctic Grip Trac® outsole for outstanding traction on slick, wet ice. Durably 
waterproof/breathable.

Upper: Nubuck, Full Grain Leather, Fabric
Lining/Insulation: GORE-TEX Partelana®

Insole: Cold Weather
Midsole: Bi-Injected DuraPU®/DynaPU® 
Outsole: VIBRAM® ARCTIC GRIP TRAC® 
Country of Origin: Slovakia

MONOWRAP®

SUPPORT

4109500485 brown 7.5 – 12, 13, 14 

 RENEGADE EVO ICE GTX MSRP: $300
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The Nabucco Evo GTX is LOWA’s modern take on the tried & true duck boot, making 
it perfect for everyday cold weather use as well as for hiking. A pressed-split leather 
toe bumper protects against salt and debris, and GORE-TEX Partelana® lining provides 
warmth while keeping feet dry and protected from the elements. Underfoot, the 
VIBRAM® Arctic Grip Trac® II outsole delivers extraordinary traction on wet, slick 
surfaces. Durably waterproof/breathable. Made on a women’s-specific last.

Upper: Nubuck, Fabric
Lining/Insulation: GORE-TEX Partelana® 

Insole: Cold Weather
Midsole: DynaPU® 
Outsole: VIBRAM® ARCTIC GRIP TRAC® II 
Country of Origin: Slovakia

MONOWRAP®

SUPPORT

 NABUCCO EVO GTX WS NEW COLOR MSRP: $260

4104310999 black 7.5 – 12, 13, 14

4204310925 stone 5.5 – 11

The Nabucco Evo GTX is LOWA’s modern take on the tried & true duck boot, making it 
perfect for everyday cold weather use as well as for hiking. A pressed-split leather toe 
bumper protects against salt and debris, and the GORE-TEX Partelana® lining provides 
warmth while keeping feet dry and protected from the elements. Underfoot, the VIBRAM® 
Arctic Grip Trac® II outsole delivers extraordinary traction on wet, slick surfaces. 
Durably waterproof/breathable.

Upper: Nubuck, Fabric
Lining/Insulation: GORE-TEX Partelana® 

Insole: Cold Weather
Midsole: DynaPU® 
Outsole: VIBRAM® ARCTIC GRIP TRAC® II 
Country of Origin: Slovakia

MONOWRAP®

SUPPORT

4104310485 brown 7.5 – 12, 13, 14

 NABUCCO EVO GTX MSRP: $260

4204310937 anthracite 5.5 – 11
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This sporty and lightweight winter boot is designed with versatility in mind. Reach for it for a snowy 
dog walk, a hike or a snowshoe tour – or for everyday casual use when the mercury drops. Its 
soft quilted cuff provides comfortable protection from snow drifts, the cozy GORE-TEX Partelana® 
insulation keeps feet warm & dry, while the new LOWA® Winter Trac® outsole is designed 
with multi-directional lugs for superior grip on snow & ice. Durably waterproof/breathable.

Upper: Split Leather, Fabric  
Lining/Insulation: GORE-TEX Partelana® 

Insole: Cold Weather
Midsole: DynaPU® 
Outsole: LOWA® WINTER TRAC®  
Country of Origin: Slovakia

MONOWRAP®

SUPPORT

 OTTAWA GTX MSRP: $250

4105250748 olive 7.5 – 12, 13, 14 4105250937 anthracite 7.5 – 12, 13, 14

4205257913 anthracite/brown rose 5.5 – 11

This sporty and lightweight winter boot is designed with versatility in mind. Reach for it for a snowy 
dog walk, a hike or a snowshoe tour – or for everyday casual use when the mercury drops. Its 
soft quilted cuff provides comfortable protection from snow drifts, the cozy GORE-TEX Partelana® 
insulation keeps feet warm & dry, while the new LOWA® Winter Trac® outsole is designed 
with multi-directional lugs for superior grip on snow & ice. Durably waterproof/breathable. 
Made on a women’s-specific last.

Upper: Split Leather, Fabric  
Lining/Insulation: GORE-TEX Partelana® 

Insole: Cold Weather
Midsole: DynaPU® 
Outsole: LOWA® WINTER TRAC®  
Country of Origin: Slovakia

MONOWRAP®

SUPPORT

 OTTAWA GTX WS MSRP: $250

4205259372 light grey/aquamarine 5.5 – 11
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4109810999 black 7.5 – 12, 13, 14

4209810999 black 5.5 – 11

TRIDENT III GTX WS MSRP: $225

A longtime favorite for cold weather use, the Trident III GTX returns with a sleeker, 
lighter silhouette, a softer cuff and an updated outsole for improved grip on snow & ice. 
Insulated with GORE-TEX Partelan® a for extra warmth. Durably waterproof/breathable.

Upper: Synthetic, Fabric
Lining/Insulation: GORE-TEX Partelana® 

Insole: Cold Weather
Midsole: DynaPU® 
Outsole: LOWA® SNOW TRAC®  
Country of Origin: Slovakia

MONOWRAP®

SUPPORT

TRIDENT III GTX MSRP: $225

A longtime favorite for cold weather use, the Trident III GTX returns with a sleeker, 
lighter silhouette, a softer cuff and an updated outsole for improved grip on snow & ice. 
Insulated with GORE-TEX Partelana® for extra warmth. Durably waterproof/breathable. 
Made on a women’s-specific last.

Upper: Synthetic, Fabric
Lining/Insulation: GORE-TEX Partelana® 

Insole: Cold Weather
Midsole: DynaPU® 
Outsole: LOWA® SNOW TRAC®  
Country of Origin: Slovakia

MONOWRAP®

SUPPORT

COLD WEATHER BOOTS | FALL_WINTER 2021-22
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Be it for commuting, for everyday cold weather use or just to keep by the door for outdoor tasks, the slip-on Harrison II GTX Lo will prove its worth 
in the winter. With its cozy Partelana® lining for extra warmth, and VIBRAM®’s acclaimed Arctic Grip Trac® outsole for outstanding traction on slick, 
wet ice, this is a highly capable, versatile winter shoe. Durably waterproof/breathable.

Upper: Split Leather
Lining/Insulation: GORE-TEX Partelana® 

Insole: Cold Weather
Midsole: DynaPU® 
Outsole: VIBRAM® ARCTIC GRIP TRAC®  
Country of Origin: Slovakia

MONOWRAP®

SUPPORT

HARRISON II GTX MSRP: $200

photo: © Frank Kretschmannphoto: © Max Seigal

4104570999 black 7.5 – 12, 13, 144104570485 brown 7.5 – 12, 13, 14
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4105140999 black 7.5 – 12, 13, 14

A cold weather boot that’s designed with a taller shaft so you can stride through snow 
drifts with confidence, the Kazan II GTX is perfect for big-city or mountain town winters 
when you want a boot that’s both functional and fashion-forward. Brass D-ring lace 
loops add a retro alpine touch to the winter sneaker style, while the cozy GORE-TEX 
Partelana® provides extra warmth. Durably waterproof/breathable.

Upper: Split Leather, Fabric
Lining/Insulation: GORE-TEX Partelana®

Insole: Cold Weather
Midsole: DynaPU® 
Outsole: LOWA® SNEAKER WINTER II 
Country of Origin: Slovakia

MONOWRAP®

FIT

4105140489 clove 7.5 – 12, 13, 14

 KAZAN II GTX MSRP: $210

A cold weather boot that’s designed with a taller shaft so you can stride through snow drifts 
with confidence, the Kazan II GTX is perfect for big-city or mountain town winters when you 
want a boot that’s both functional and fashion-forward. Brass D-ring lace loops add a retro 
alpine touch to the winter sneaker style, while the cozy GORE-TEX Partelana® provides 
extra warmth. Durably waterproof/breathable. Made on a women’s-specific last.

Upper: Split Leather, Fabric
Lining/Insulation: GORE-TEX Partelana®

Insole: Cold Weather
Midsole: DynaPU® 
Outsole: LOWA® SNEAKER WINTER II 
Country of Origin: Slovakia

MONOWRAP®

FIT

 KAZAN II GTX WS MSRP: $210

4205110925 stone 5.5 – 11 4205110999 black 5.5 – 11
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This insulated sneaker-inspired boot, designed for everyday cold weather wear, features GORE-TEX Panda® lining for all-day comfort, a lugged 
TPU outsole to keep weight down, traction up, and a handy inner zipper for easy on & off. Full grain leather & loden fabric uppers are a nod to 
LOWA’s Bavarian mountain heritage. Durably waterproof/breathable.

Upper: Full Grain Leather, Fabric
Lining/Insulation: GORE-TEX Panda®

Insole: Cold Weather
Midsole: DynaPU® 
Outsole: LOWA® SNEAKER WINTER 
Country of Origin: Slovakia

MONOWRAP®

FIT

4105529593 stone/dark brown 7.5 – 12, 13, 14

A lightly insulated chukka boot for everyday cold weather wear, this versatile style features GORE-TEX Panda® lining for all-day comfort and a lugged 
TPU outsole to keep weight down, traction up. Durably waterproof/breathable.

Upper: Split Leather
Lining/Insulation: GORE-TEX Panda®

Insole: Cold Weather
Midsole: DynaPU®

Outsole: LOWA® Sneaker Winter 
Country of Origin: Slovakia

MONOWRAP®

FIT

 DUBLIN III GTX MSRP: $195

4105520937 anthracite 7.5 – 12, 13, 14

 BOSCO GTX NEW COLORS MSRP: $220

4105556961 navy/honey 7.5 – 12, 13, 144105554321 dark brown/orange 7.5 – 12, 13, 14
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This lightweight mid-calf cold weather boot features a hidden side zipper for 
easy on/off and a LOWA® AL-S IV outsole for comfort & reliable traction. A cozy 
GORE-TEX Partelana® lining provides warmth. Durably waterproof/breathable. 
Made on a women’s-specific last.

Upper: Split Leather, Fabric
Lining/Insulation: GORE-TEX Partelana®

Insole: Cold Weather
Midsole: DuraPU® 
Outsole: LOWA® AL-S IV 
Country of Origin: Slovakia

MONOWRAP®

SUPPORT

 BARINA III GTX WS NEW COLORS MSRP: $250

4204090000 white 5.5 – 11

This tall boot can take on snowdrifts and slick sidewalks with confidence and
style. Lace it up once for a secure foothold, then set it and forget it – the hidden
side zip is there for easy on/off. The cozy GORE-TEX Partelana® lining provides 
warmth while underfoot, the LOWA® AL-S IV delivers reliable traction. Durably 
waterproof/breathable. Made on a women’s-specific last.

Upper: Split Leather, Fabric
Lining/Insulation: GORE-TEX Partelana®

Insole: Cold Weather
Midsole: DuraPU® 
Outsole: LOWA® AL-S IV 
Country of Origin: Slovakia

MONOWRAP®

SUPPORT

4205054817 clove/apricot 5.5 – 11

 ALBA III GTX WS MSRP: $275

4205059930 black/grey 5.5 – 11

4204090999 black 5.5 – 11

COLD WEATHER BOOTS | FALL_WINTER 2021-22
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4204140417 cedar 5.5 – 11

This mid-cut cold weather boot is perfect for every day winter use, from running 
errands to a snowy walk with the dog. Grippy LOWA® AL-S IV outsoles provide 
great traction, while the GORE-TEX Partelana® lining keeps feet warm and cozy 
on cold days. Durably waterproof/breathable. Made on a women’s-specific last.

Upper: Split Leather, Fabric
Lining/Insulation: GORE-TEX Partelana® 

Insole: Cold Weather
Midsole: DuraPU® 
Outsole: LOWA® AL-S IV 
Country of Origin: Slovakia

MONOWRAP®

SUPPORT

 CALCETA III GTX WS NEW COLORS

4204149930 black/grey 5.5 – 11 4204140255 amber 5.5 – 11

MSRP: $230
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4204160999 black 5.5 – 114204160923 light grey 5.5 – 11

A lightweight pull-on style, with cozy GORE-TEX Partelana® lining and an handy in-
ner side-zip – this boot is all about cold-weather convenience. It’s perfect to throw 
on when you need to shovel the sidewalk, walk the dog or show up for apres-ski 
looking sleek and on-trend. Durably waterproof/breathable. Made on 
a women’s-specific last.

Upper: Synthetic, Fabric
Lining/Insulation: GORE-TEX Partelana® 

Insole: Cold Weather
Midsole: DynaPU® 
Outsole: LOWA® AL-S IV 
Country of Origin: Slovakia

MONOWRAP®

FIT

 FEDAIA GTX WS

4204230937 anthracite 5.5 – 11

A shearling-trimmed boot that’s perfect for stylish, casual cold weather wear, from walking the dog to grabbing a cup of coffee after yoga. Em-
bossed split leather uppers add a touch of rustic elegance, and the inner side zip means you only have to tie the laces once and you’re good to go. 
The sturdy lugged TPU outsole keeps weight down, traction up. Durably waterproof/breathable. Made on women’s-specific last.

Upper: Full Grain, Split Leather, Fabric
Lining/Insulation: GORE-TEX Panda®

Insole: Cold Weather
Midsole: DynaPU®

Outsole: LOWA® Sneaker Winter 
Country of Origin: Slovakia

MONOWRAP®

FIT

 CASARA GTX WS MSRP: $185

4204230925 stone 5.5 – 11

MSRP: $200

COLD WEATHER BOOTS | FALL_WINTER 2021-22
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Our KIDS Cold Weather Boots are made to the same specs as our adult boots, with premium components 

such as waterproof/breathable GORE-TEX Partelana® insulation, injected DynaPU® midsoles and MONOWRAP® 

frame construction. Special kid-friendly features like reinforced toes & heels let the small fry scramble to their 

hearts’ content while hook & loop closures make things easy for little fingers. And like all LOWAs, they’re made 

in Europe under the world’s most stringent manufacturing, labor and environmental standards.

photo: © Franz Walter
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This street-smart, snowboard-inspired model is designed to deliver both fashion and performance for modern girls. It’s lined with GORE-TEX Partelana® 
to keep toes dry and cozy, while the non-slip lugged outsole provides reliable traction. Durably waterproof/breathable.

Upper: Microfiber, Synthetic
Lining/Insulation: GORE-TEX Partelana®

Insole: Cold Weather
Midsole: DynaPU®

Outsole: LOWA® Sneaker Kids Winter 
Country of Origin: Slovakia

MONOWRAP®

FIT

LUCY GTX JR  MSRP: $145 / $155

6401316918 navy/fuschia 25 – 35
6501316918 navy/fuschia 36 – 40

This street-smart, snowboard-inspired model is designed to look cool while keeping kids’ feet warm. It’s lined with GORE-TEX Partelana® to keep 
toes dry and cozy, while the non-slip lugged outsole provides reliable traction. Durably waterproof/breathable.

Upper: Microfiber, Synthetic
Lining/Insulation: GORE-TEX Partelana®

Insole: Cold Weather
Midsole: DynaPU®

Outsole: LOWA® Sneaker Kids Winter 
Country of Origin: Slovakia

MONOWRAP®

FIT

3401156746 dark blue/denim 25 – 36
3501156746 dark blue/denim 36 – 40

 RAIK GTX MID JR MSRP: $135 / $145

COLD WEATHER BOOTS_KIDS | FALL_WINTER 2021-22
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A tall, sporty cold weather boot for kids who are raring to race out the door and play in 
the snow! With an elastic lacing system over the instep/forefoot and two hook & loop 
closures on the cuff, it’s designed to be very easy to put on & take off, plus it’s toasty 
warm, thanks to GORE-TEX Partelana®. The DynaPU® midsole with MONOWRAP® frame 
construction keeps things stable and supportive, and the lugged outsole provides 
reliable traction. Durably waterproof/breathable.

Upper: Fabric, Synthetic
Lining/Insulation: GORE-TEX Partelana®

Insole: Cold Weather
Midsole: DynaPU®

Outsole: LOWA® Kids Winter Trac® 
Country of Origin: Slovakia

MONOWRAP®

SUPPORT

6407839903 black/lime 25 – 35
6507839903 black/lime 36 – 40

MADDOX WARM GTX HI JR MSRP: $150 / $160

6407837936 steel blue/jade 25 – 35
6507837936 steel blue/jade 36 – 40

6405409923 black/light grey 25 – 35
6505409923 black/light grey 36 – 40
6605409923 black/light grey 41 – 42

This tall boot’s three sturdy hook & loop fasteners make it easy for kids to put on their own 
boots, while delivering protection from the elements in a lightweight package. It’s lined 
with GORE-TEX Partelana® to keep toes toasty warm, while the lugged outsole provides 
reliable traction. A DynaPU® midsole with MONOWRAP® frame construction delivers the 
support and stability that’s important for young feet. Durably waterproof/breathable.

Upper: Microfiber, Synthetic
Lining/Insulation: GORE-TEX Partelana®

Insole: Cold Weather
Midsole: DynaPU®

Outsole: LOWA® AL-K III 
Country of Origin: Slovakia

MONOWRAP®

SUPPORT

MILO GTX HI JR MSRP: $135 / $145 / $155

6405406951 navy/berry 25 – 35
6505406951 navy/berry 36 – 40
6605406951 navy/berry 41 – 4216



¬ Tread profile for winter traction
¬ Low weight
¬ Fashionable design

LOWA® “SNEAKER KIDS WINTER“ LOWA® “KIDS WINTER TRAC®“

¬ Galoshes sole
¬ Outdoor oriented tread profile
¬ Optimized lugs for braking

LOWA® “AL-K III“

¬ Ensures stability and non-slip performance
¬ Outdoor oriented tread
¬ Optimum cushioning

A sporty cold weather boot for kids that’s perfect for everyday wear, from the playground to the back yard. With an elastic lacing system over the 
instep/forefoot and one hook & loop closure on the cuff, it’s designed to be very easy to put on & take off, plus it’s toasty warm, thanks to GORE-TEX 
Partelana® and is also very lightweight. The DynaPU® midsole with MONOWRAP® frame construction keeps things stable and supportive, and the 
lugged outsole provides reliable traction. Durably waterproof/breathable.

Upper: Microfiber, Synthetic
Lining/Insulation: GORE-TEX Partelana®

Insole: Cold Weather
Midsole: DynaPU®

Outsole: LOWA® Kids Winter Trac® 
Country of Origin: Slovakia

MONOWRAP®

SUPPORT

6407810917 steel blue 25 – 35
6507810917 steel blue 36 – 40

MADDOX WARM GTX JR NEW COLOR MSRP: $140 / $150

6407816951 navy/berry 25 – 35
6507816951 navy/berry 36 – 40
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PLEASE NOTE: Stabilizer firmness designations (Hard-Medium-Soft) are relative to the other models within the category in which that product appears.

2-ZONE LACING
Independently adjustable lacing zones, one on the forefoot 
and one on the upper, allow user to customize the lacing 
tension and do special foot-hold lacing techniques.

DOUBLE INJECTION
Comfort and cushioning is further improved for specific 
uses with a complex injection-molding process using a 
layering process.

FLEXIBLE
Footwear labeled “flexible” has little rigidity. This quality 
supports the foot’s natural rolling properties.

HARD STABILIZER
Nylon joint-stabilizing element offers perfect 
support for more intense outdoor activities. 

LOWA DURAPU®

This denser PU material is used in our Classic & ATC 
models. It absorbs shock and rebounds well, and is 
extremely durable.

LOWA DYNAPU®

LOWA’s proprietary PU midsole material is extremely light-
weight yet provides ideal support, durability and rebound.

KIDS LAST
Our kids’ models are made on kid’s-specific lasts to 
ensure a perfect fit.

LOWA PU OUTSOLE
Conceived and developed by LOWA, this PU outsole has 
a tread design with varying lugs based on intended use. 
This outsole is used in particular for children’s outsoles 
because it offers a good blend of lightness and abrasion 
resistance.

LOWA RUBBER OUTSOLE
Conceived and developed by LOWA, this rubber outsole varies 
in its rubber blend has a tread design with varying lugs, 
both factors based on intended use. Ideal for off-trail use.

LOWA TPU OUTSOLE
Conceived and developed by LOWA, this TPU outsole has 
a tread design with varying lugs based on intended use. 
TPU’s advantages include excellent abrasion resistance, 
better flex, and the ability to use thinner and lighter 
outsoles. Ideal for casual, urban use.

MEDIUM STABILIZER
Nylon joint-stabilizing element offers optimal 
support for outdoor activities.

MINIMAL SEAMS
Construction design minimises the number of seams 
to prevent possible friction or pressure points.

MODERATELY STIFF
Footwear labeled “moderately stiff” provides a good 
combination of optimal support for the foot’s musculature 
and pleasant rolling properties.

MONOWRAP®

Our exclusive PU frame technology delivers outstanding 
stability and support. 

MEDIUM 
STABILIZER

MONOWRAP®

SUPPORT

RESOLEABLE
LOWA can resole this product for an additional fee.

SINGLE INJECTION
This manufacturing method of injection molding offers 
the highest precision with a direct and solid connection 
between the sole and the upper.

SLIP RESISTANCE
Outsoles are engineered with high-traction materials 
to prevent slipping on wet ice

SOFT STABILIZER 
Nylon joint-stabilizing element offers optimal 
support for recreational activity.

VERY FLEXIBLE
Footwear labeled “very flexible” has remarkably little 
rigidity. This footwear is characterised by exceptionally 
soft rolling properties.

WOMAN LAST
Our women’s models are made on women’s-specific lasts 
to ensure a perfect fit. 

ZIPPER
Gusseted zippers on the medial (inner) side of the boot 
allow for easy on/off.

MONOWRAP®

FIT

LOWA TECHNICAL FEATURES
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Working Title: VIBRAM Arctic Trac

LOWA Sole with Vibram Arctic Grip

LOWA F/W 2018/2019

MP/AnS, Jetzendorf, 27.07.2017

Working Title: VIBRAM Arctic Trac

LOWA Sole with Vibram Arctic Grip

LOWA F/W 2018/2019

MP/AnS, Jetzendorf, 27.07.2017

LOWA®“WINTER TRAC“ 
+ “SNOW TRAC“

LOWA®“SNEAKER WINTER“ 
+ “SNEAKER WINTER II“

¬ Winter-applicable tread design for increased slip resistance 
 in snowy condition
¬ Serrated stud arrangement
¬ Complex rubber compound combines durability 
 with excellent support

¬ Classic sneaker sole with excellent grip
¬ Made for daily use
¬ Optimal balance of abrasion resistance and traction

VIBRAM®  “JANKUAT“

¬ Classic trekking oriented tread profile
¬ Higher profiled area for slip resisteance
¬ High edge stability for optimal grip on wintry surfaces

LOWA® “AL-S IV“

¬ Triangular profile lug design for increased slip resistance 
 & traction
¬ Abrasion-proof rubber with good support & flexibility
¬ Rocker design for comfortable walking

VIBRAM® “ARCTIC GRIP TRAC®“ 
+ “ARCTIC GRIP TRAC® II“

¬ Large studs for the best uphill and downhill traction provided by  
 VIBRAM® Arctic Grip technology (Polymer component mixture)
¬ VIBRAM® ICETREK rubber mixture designed particularly 
 for low-temperature winter conditions
¬ Excellent slip resistance on cold, icy or snow-covered surfaces
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GERMANY

SLOVAKIA

ITALY

CZECH REPUBLIC

CROATIA

BOSNIA & HERZEGOVINA

86 Viaduct Road, Stamford, CT 06907
(203) 353.0116 TEL      (888) 335.5692 TOLL FREE      (203) 353.0311 FAX 
www.lowaboots.com

LOWA BOOTS LLCLOWA BOOTS LLC
We build our boots under the European Union‘s most stringent manufacturing, environmental 
and labor regulations. We put into practice what many other companies only pay lip service to: 
Clean manufacturing, minimal waste and fair labor practices. Learn more about our Corporate 
Responsibility practices at lowaboots.com/corporate-responsibility. LOWA is proud to be 
granted ISO 9001 status for the highest quality construction and process standards.

Color and product details subject to change. MSRP – this pricing is subject to change without notice. When in doubt, please refer to the Outdoor Collection 2021 Price List for final pricing. Actual colors may vary from printed catalog. Additional product descriptions and tech 
specifications available at www.lowaboots.com/about/ GORE-TEX, GTX, GORE, GUARANTEED TO KEEP YOU DRY, SURROUND® and design are registered trademarks of W.L. Gore & Associates Inc. Partelana® and Panda® are registered trademarks of W.L. Gore & Associates. 
VIBRAM®, ARCTIC GRIP, the Octagon Logo, and the Yellow Octagon Logo and the color Canary Yellow are registered trademarks of Vibram S.p.A.. Front cover photo:  © Bernd Ritschel. 23December2020. © 2020 LOWA Boots, LLC. 

LOWA boots are warrantied to be free from defects in workmanship and materials for a period of 12 months from the date of purchase. Your 
exclusive remedy for break of such warranty is repair or replacement of your LOWA boots at LOWA’s discretion. If your LOWA boots need repair 
or replacement due to defect in workmanship or materials, simply return them to the LOWA dealer where you purchased them. You will need 
proof of purchase. Make sure that your return request falls within 12 months from the date of purchase. 

• See our website at www.lowaboots.com for directory listing of our dealers and warranty FAQ’s.  
 Please note that fit, paint thinner and lawn chemicals void the warranty. 

• “Fit” is not covered in the warranty. You do the fitting, not us!

PRINTED ON RECYCLED STOCK.


